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1. Overview
Since 1997 when it was adopted, private qualification already surpassed 
national qualification in terms of quantity, and recently, it draws a great deal 
of attentions from various generations due to increase in youth unemployment 
and beginning of an aging society. Quality of private qualification, however, 
has recently been raised as a social problem, and quality management of 
private qualification is becoming necessary. In this reason, it is needed to 
establish systematic quality management methods for overall private 
qualification after figuring out current status of quality management of private 
qualification and existing problems. Based on this necessity, this research 
aims to analyze current status and problems of methods of quality 
management of private qualification, such as registration of private 
qualification and accreditation of private qualification and to figure out current 
status of qualification management and operation by private qualification 
managers, in order to suggest private autonomous quality management 
methods that can induce competition among private qualification managers 
while minimizing roles of and regulation by government. In order to achieve 
theses goals, this research analyzes backgrounds of establishing private 
qualification system and current status of private qualification quality 
management and operation of major countries through analyzing written 
materials and other data. It also collected opinions on current status of 
private qualification management and methods of managing quality through 
survey and delphi survey.
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2. Implementation Results of Registration of Private Qualification and Accreditation 
of Private Qualification
1) Registration of private qualification
The number of registered private qualification from the year of 2008 when 
registration of private qualification began to the year of 2012 was 4,077, and 
annually, in average, 815 private qualifications are being newly registered. 
The number of registered private qualification was approximately 6.2 times 
more than the number of national qualification. In terms of quantity, 
registration system turned out to significantly contribute to invigoration of 
private qualification. The number of private qualification manager was 1,198, 
and each private qualification manager was operating approximately 3.40 
qualifications in average. However, 153 private qualification managers(12.8%) 
were operating and managing 2,290, 51.7% of all registered qualifications.
2) Accreditation of private qualification
Until 2012, 1,167 private qualifications applied for accreditation, and 111 
private qualifications of those were accredited(accreditation rate: 9.5%). There 
were 61 accredited qualification manager, and each manager was accredited 
1.8 qualifications in average. However, 34.2% all accredited qualifications(32 
accredited qualifications), are occupied by 4 accredited qualification managers. 
The number of accreditation application qualifications in the year of 2012 
was 62. This number is reduced to 28.1% from that in the year of 2000, 
217 qualifications.
3. The Survey of Private Qualification Management and Operation
A population for survey includes 1,198 private qualification managers that 
were registered at Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education & 
Training(KRIVET) as of March, 2013. Among them 507 private qualification 
managers(42.3%) participated in the survey.
1) Private qualification areas and number of application in accreditation test
When reviewing private qualification areas: education･social work area has 
the biggest number of qualifications of 452 qualifications(41.2%), sports･health 
area has 145 qualifications(13.2%), hobby･beauty area treatment has 142 
qualifications(12.8%), and business management has 117 qualifications(10.8%). 
In average, annually, 398 applicants applied for registered qualifications. 593 
qualifications(59.9%) have less than 100 applicants per year in average. Based 
on this data, approximately 60% of all qualifications are financially vulnerable 
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when using testing fees as the only financial resource for management and 
operation. It turned out that 16.8% of 507 private qualification managers(85 
managers) did not implement testing for registered qualification in 2012. 
Thus, it could be understood that significant number of registered 
qualifications are not being operated currently.
2) Organizations and human resources
64.4% of private qualification managers(344 managers) had organization 
only for management and operation of registered qualification; and 67.9% of 
managers(344 managers) had human resources only for these tasks. In case of 
individuals and general associations, however, hired respectively 2.5 and 2.7 
persons as permanent workers showing petty scale of these managers.
3) Education and training programs for acquiring qualification 
From the survey, it was found that 93.1% of private qualification managers 
are operating education and training programs for acquiring qualification. It 
means that these managers secure financial resources not through testing fees 
but through education and training fees.
4) Management systems for qualification acquirers
587 out of 1,093 registered qualifications(53.7%) turned out to be implementing 
supplementary education for qualification acquirers. When reviewing methods 
of managing qualification acquirers, 55.5% of all qualifications are managing 
qualification acquirers by using electronic files; 25.5% of qualifications are by 
document registry; and 17.3% of qualifications are by information system. 
Considering more than 50% of registered qualifications are implementing 
supplementary education for qualification acquirers, serious problems regarding 
re-issue of certificates, etc. can occur if electronic files are damaged.
4. Policy Suggestions
Fundamental direction for quality management of private qualification 
system is to minimize participation and roles of government, and to induce 
private qualification managers to voluntarily participate in enhancing quality of 
qualification through autonomous competition.
1) Strengthening registration standards of private qualification
Strengthening registration standards of private qualification is needed on 
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order to solve problems of indiscreet establishment of private qualifications 
and of management after establishment. That is to say, through restricting 
qualification for private qualification manager to corporations, private 
qualification managers could be induced to secure enough human resources 
and budgets for qualification management and operation; and, through 
guidance and inspection by the competent Ministry, operation capability and 
transparency could be secured.
2) Mandatory disclosure of information on registered qualification
Information provided by existing private qualification information service is 
limited due to problems of management and operation; and is not accurate 
enough, thus, level availability of the information is significantly low. To 
solve this problem, introducing mandatory disclosure of information on 
registered qualification is needed to be considered. If such mandatory 
disclosure is implemented, consumer’ right to choose qualification would be 
reinforced; damages from false and exaggerated advertisement would be 
reduced; and transparency of qualification management and operation would 
be secured.
3) Re-registration of private qualification
It is needed to introduce re-registration of private qualification in order for 
government to execute guidance and supervision effectively, and in order for 
qualifications for which there is no demand in the market to be expired 
automatically. A proper cycle for re-registration would be 3 years. Application 
procedure for re-registration is identical to that for new registration, but, 
documents to be submitted could be replcaed by information disclosure data 
if information disclosure becomes mandatory. If re-registration for certain 
qualification is not applied, then registration of the qualification is deemed to 
be canceled automatically.
